new fuzzy inference method, called a VWSI (variable weighted synthesis inference) method, is presented by applying the principle of variable weighted synthesis in factor spaces theory to fuzzy inference. The analysis for response abilities of fuzzy systems constructed by VWSI algorithms indicates that such fuzzy systems have a characteristic of interpolation approximations to unknown functions. The fuzzy systems constructed by commonly used fuzzy inference algorithms are equivalent to some special fuzzy systems constructed by VWSI algorithms. A simulation experiment shows the advantage of VWSI method. (~)
INTRODUCTION
It is well known that fuzzy inference is a theoretical foundation of fuzzy control systems and fuzzy expert systems. At present, general fuzzy inference methods include the CRI (compositional rules of inference) method, (+,-)-centroid method, simple inference method, function inference method, characteristic expansion inference method, full implication triple I method, and so on [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Among them, the CRI method is widely adopted in applications. The CRI method is realized by fuzzy implication operators and fuzzy relation composition, where the selection of appropriate fuzzy implication operators appears critical. The Mamdani implication operator '%" is one of the most commonly used implication operators in practice. In the CRI method built upon Mamdani implication, inference relations are defined as fuzzy relations between antecedents and consequents of inference rules by the Mamdani implication operator "A", and then fuzzy relation composition operators are used to composite an input fuzzy set and the total inference relation. Through analyzing its mathematical expression, we find out that the expression has the form of a variable weighted synthesis function, in which the variable weights are determined by some fuzzy relations between input fuzzy sets and rule antecedents and vary with input fuzzy sets, and the *Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed. synthesis is realized by composing rule consequents with variable weights. This idea conforms to the principle of variable weighted synthesis in multifactorial decision-making. The notion of variable weights was introduced for the synthetic decision-making analysis in [8] . Reference [9] gave the axiomatic definitions of variable weight vectors and state variable weight vectors in accordance with varying regularity of weights, and presented the principle of variable weights saying that "variable weight vectors are made by normalized Hadamard products of a constant weight vector and state variable weight vectors." The concept of synthesis functions, also named multifactorial functions, was introduced for reducing dimensions in [10] . If the parameters in synthesis functions are variable, the synthesis functions are called variable weighted synthesis functions and have the ability of merging information.
In this paper, we propose the variable weighted synthesis inference (VWSI) method by applying the principle of variable weighted synthesis to fuzzy inference. In Section 2, we give some preliminary knowledge. In Section 3, we introduce the notions of states of rules, state variable weights of rules and variable weights of rules, and also present the VWSI method and some algorithmic models. In Section 4, we discuss the construction of variable weights of rules. In Section 5, we analyze the interpolation mechanism of fuzzy systems constructed by several VWSI algorithmic models. In Section 6, we discuss the relationship between the fuzzy systems based on VWSI algorithms and the fuzzy systems based on commonly used fuzzy inference algorithms. In Section 7, we give a method for determining constant weights of rules and a simulation experiment. A synthesis function Mm, also named a multifactorial function, is essentially a projection from m-dimensional space to one-dimensional space [10] . In many cases, the spaces may be transformed into the unit closed intervals. 
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NOTE 2.1. In (3)--(6), if every parameter wi is variable, that is, w~ ~= wi(xl .... , xm) (1 < i < rn), then those synthesis functions are said to be variable weighted.
In [9] , it was pointed out that in variable weighted synthesis, the relative importance of every factor should be considered and the weights should vary with different factor states. We first intend to show the principle of variable weighted synthesis in fuzzy inference through analyzing the inference process of the CRI method on the basis of the Mamdani implication operator. Every inference rule is regarded as a fuzzy relation R¢ from X to Y defined by the Marndani implication "A", i.e., R~(x, y) = Ai(x) A B~(y) (1 < i < m), and m inference rules are jointed by fuzzy set operator "V" to get the total inference relation R(x, y), that is,
Then the given input fuzzy set A' and the total inference relation R(x, y) are composed by fuzzy relation composite operation to obtain the output fuzzy set B', i.e.,
From another viewpoint, equation (8) can be explained as follows: V~ex(A'(x) A A,(x)) is the approach degree between input fuzzy set A t and rule antecedent Ai (this formula satisfies the axioms of approach degree of fuzzy sets, refer to [11] ). The value of approach degree can be regarded as a variable weight of the ith rule in the inference process, since it changes with A'. And (y) shows that the rule consequent B~ is weighted by V~ex(A'(z) A Ai(x) ). Finally, m rule consequents with variable weights are synthesized by disjunctive operator "V" to obtain the output fuzzy set B t. In conclusion, the whole inference process conforms to the principle of variable weighted synthesis in the multifactorial decision-making.
The principle of variable weighted synthesis can be taken to realize fuzzy inference. In fact, it is a reasonable inference process for simulating man's inference thought that first the weight of every inference rule is determined by some fuzzy relation between the given input fuzzy set and every rule antecedent, and then rule consequents with the weights are synthesized to produce the output fuzzy set. Accordingly, we propose a new idea of fuzzy inference, that is, an idea on variable weighted synthesis of fuzzy inference.
Some necessary definitions should be introduced. We think that inference rules in the rulebase are static, in other words, their initial states are zero before making inference. When the given input fuzzy set A ~ is compared with every rule antecedent in the rule-base, a state value is assigned to each rule. ( 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let s be a fuzzy relation from Jc(X) to ]:(X). Then s(A',A~) is called the state of the

s (A', A~) >_ s(A', Aj) ~ S~ (s(A', AI),..., s(A', A,~)) >_ Sj (s(A', A1),..., s(A', Am)), (S.4) reward law, i.e., Si is monotonically increasing with
respect to s(A', Ai) (1 < i < m), (S.5) poIarity, i.e., s(A',Ai) = 0 ~ Si (s(A',gl),... ,s(A',Am)) = O, s(A',A~) = 1 ~ S~ (s(A',A1),... ,s(A',Am)) = 1.
s(A', A,) > s(A t, Aj) ~ S, (s(
A', A1),. • •, s(A', Am)) <_ Sj (s(A', A1),. • •, s(A', d,~)) , (S.4') penalty law, i.e.
, Si is monotonically decreasing with respect to s(A t, A~)
., ,~) be a constant weight vector of rules, and S = (S1,...,
Sin) be a state variable weight with reward (with penalty) of rules. A variable weight with reward (with penalty) of rules is a mapping
NOTE 3.1. In Definition 3.4, the constant weight vector W ° of rules expresses the credibility of rules, since those rules which are extracted from input-output data or summarized by area experts are not always absolutely credible. In Section 7, we will give an approach of determining W ° by using known input-output data and present a simulated experiment.
On the basis of the above results, we introduce the VWSI (variable weighted synthesis inference) method in a step-by-step manner. According to this method, we need to choose the form of concrete synthesis functions. The following give several algorithmic models of variable weighted synthesis for determining the output fuzzy set B' E jr(y). 
B'(y) = V w~(A')B~(y).
NOTE 3.2. According to Definition 3.4, a variable weight of every rule consists of its constant weight and state variable weight. Constant weights of rules are determined before making inference. Only state variable weights of rules are relevant to the given input fuzzy set A I, and they have the function of adjusting weights assigned to rules in accordance with Aq Therefore, the determination of state variable weights of rules seems critical in fuzzy inference.
CONSTRUCTION OF VARIABLE WEIGHTS OF RULES
Variable Weight with Reward of Rules Based on Approach Degree of Fuzzy Sets
The definition of approach degree of fuzzy sets was introduced in [12] . 
3) a(A, B) = a(B, A), (a.4) A C_ B C_ C ~ a(A, C) <_ a(A, B) A a(B, C).
Then a (A, B) is called an approach degree of fuzzy sets A and B. 
..
0 is a constant weight of Then wi(A I) is a variable weight with reward of the ith rule, where w i the ith rule (1 < i < m).
Variable Weight with Penalty of Rules Based on Distance of Fuzzy Sets
There are many kinds of distances between fuzzy sets. Considering the special structure of fuzzy systems in practice, we here use the center of peak points of a fuzzy set, namely, the center of {x e X [A(x) --1). Let
where a is a normalized factor, and x p and x are centers of peak points of fuzzy sets A and B, respectively. Put
is a constant weight of
Then wi(A') is a variable weight with penalty of the ira rule, where w i the ith rule (1 < i < m).
Variable Weight of Rules Based on Fuzzy Implication Operators
In the CRI method for fuzzy inference, the selection of fuzzy implication operators is a key of inference and has great influence on inference results. In the VWSI method, we can also use fuzzy implication operators to construct variable weights of rules. The axiomatic definition of fuzzy implication operators was given in [13] . Obviously, normal implication operators are a generalization of two-valued logical implication operator.
In the CRI method, fuzzy relations between fuzzy sets are represented by fuzzy implication operators. Although many fuzzy implication operators such as Mamdani implication, Larsen product implication, Bounded-product implication, etc., are not normal, the fuzzy systems constructed by them have good properties [14] . Meanwhile, a lot of normal implication operators such as Lukasiewicz implication, Goguen implication, Ghdel implication, and so on, have no significance for construction of practical control systems [15] . For the sake of generalization of two-valued logic, we choose normal implication operators to construct variable weights of rules. EXAMPLE 4.3.1. Suppose ~ is a normal implication operator. We define s (A',A~) ~-8(A',A~) ,
o . Sh (O(A,,A1) For a practical fuzzy system, its input is a crisp quantity x I E X and should be changed into a fuzzy set in order to use fuzzy inference rules. We usually define a singleton fuzzy set A p E 9r(X)
Since the output of the VWSI method is a fuzzy set B' E ~'(Y), the centroid defuzzification method is often used to obtain the crisp output quantity in practice, i.e., (9) and (13) is approximately a unary piecewise interpolation function and the output quantity determined by (9) and (13) is (9) and (14) is approximately a unary piecewise interpolation function 
Y' /y yB' (y) dy --/rB,(y)dy
m f(x) E A~( )y,,(16)y, ~,~ i=1 __ : [ ] B'(y) dy ~ B'(y~)hi i=1 k=l E w°'a(A',AJ) j=l wOAk(x') B :-~I Yi ~ ~ k~'yql hi i=1 k=i r , y:°Ai(x')hi j=l .J i=l Bk(yi) hi i=l k=i ~ ~,°A~(~') w°Ai(x')hi i=l
Put ai(x') ~ h m = i/~j=lW°Aj(x')hi and A~(x') ~-ai(x')w°Ai(x'). Then
f(x) ----~ ¢i(x)yi.(17)
I~' -X,o I
S~ o ~-S~o (d(A',A1),... ,d(A',Am)) = 1 A '
Sio+l ~ Sio+1 (d(A', A1) where j 7~ i0, i0 + 1. From (9) and (14), we can obtain 
In any case, (Axez O(A'(x), Ai(x))) V (A,~x O(A~(x), A'(x))) = Ai(x'
). Therefore, (15) changes into (19) . (9) and (15) is approximately a unary piecewise interpolation function
Dubois-Prade implication operator
and ~4' is just a fuzzy partition of X. (9) and (13) is equivalent to the fuzzy system based on (9) and (15) . In addition, though the Mamdani implication operator "A" is not normal, (13) is a special case of (15 In this section, we prove that some other familiar fuzzy inference systems such as the Mamdani inference system, (+, .)-centroid inference system, simple inference system, function inference system and characteristic expansion inference system [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] are equivalent to certain special fuzzy systems constructed by VWSI method.
For convenience, we discuss multi-input single-output fuzzy systems. Some necessary concepts and notations for fuzzy systems are similar to those in Section 5. n k I-L=1 i fuzzy inference rules are formed as follows:
If xl is AU1 and x2 is A2j2 and ..-and x,~ is Anj. then y is Bjlj2...j., whereji = 1,...,ki and i = 1,...,n.
Generally speaking, the operation "A" or "." is used to aggregate the antecedent components, (9) and (13), where j~ --1,..., k~ and i = 1,...,n.
PROOF. In simple inference algorithm, rule consequent fuzzy sets are replaced by some real numbers, i.e., the inference rules are as follows:
If xz is Azj~ and x2 is A2t2 and ... and xn is Anj, then y is Yt~...t-, where j~ = 1,..., k~ and i = 1,..., n. For a given input x' A (x~,..., x~), the output quantity y' is calculated in the following steps. We use the approach for extracting fuzzy rules from database, proposed in [18] , to compare VWSI systems with traditional Mamdani inference systems. Specially, the constant weight of every rule in VWSI systems can be explained as a fuzzy conditional probability that the rule consequent appears when the rule antecedent happens. The concept of fuzzy probability was introduced by Zadeh in [19] . Let (X, ~', P) be a probability space. A fuzzy set A on X is called a fuzzy event if its membership function A(x) is measurable on (X, ~'). The fuzzy probability of A is defined by
On the basis of the given data set D 0 0 = {(xj,yj) I 1 < j < q} (i.e., D contains q pairs of known data), we give the estimate expression of the fuzzy conditional probability as a constant weight of the ith rule 
VWSI Systems in Time Series Prediction
The prediction of time series appears to be an important practical issue, and can be applied to many fields such as economics, control, signal processing, and so on. We use a VWSI system to predict Mackey-Glass chaotic time series generated by the differential equation with time delay
When T > 17, the graph of (27) shows a chaotic action. So we choose ~-= 30 [20] (see Figure 1) . The prediction of time series utilizes known time series data at moment t to predict the value at a future moment t + P. In general, a mapping from q sampling points (x(t -(q -1)I) ,..., x(t -I), x(t)) to x(t + P) is constructed, where I is a time interval unit. For instance, we may choose q = 4, I = P = 6. Then for every moment t, the input of the fuzzy system is a fourdimensional vector X(t) = (x(t -18), x(t -12), x(t -6), x(t)), and the output is the predicted value y(t) = x(t + 6). Accordingly, we generate 1000 input-output data as the integer moment t varies from 118 to 1117. The first 500 data are used to generate fuzzy rules with constant weights and construct a VWSI system, and the rest 500 data are used to test the approximation effect of the new inference system. We use triangular membership functions, commonly used in practice, for rule antecedents (refer to Figure 2 It should be noted that there are four input variables in this experiment. Generally, those four fuzzy inputs are aggregated by the operator " ." or " A ", i.e., Ai(x') ~ 1-I4=z A~k(x~k ) or Ai(x') ~ 4 = Ak=l Aik(xik). For the convenience of computing, we use the former. Figure 3 gives the mean square errors (MSE) produced by the new system and the traditional Mamdani inference system approximating a part of Mackey-Glass chaotic time series according to the different numbers of fuzzy rules. It shows that the approximation degree of those two systems is improved as the number of fuzzy rules increases. Nevertheless, for the same number of fuzzy rules, the approximation degree of the VWSI system with constant weights of rules appears to be better than that of the traditional Mamdani inference system. 
CONCLUSIONS
The VWSI method was built on the basis of the principle of variable weighted synthesis in the factor spaces theory. In addition to the consideration of the relative credibility of each rule, the weight values of inference rules can be adjusted dynamically in accordance with different input quantities, and regarded as degrees of activation of inference rules. The entire inference process of VWSI method conforms to human thought, and the method can lay a theoretical foundation for studying the adaptivity mechanism of fuzzy controllers. Through analyzing the relationship between VWSI systems and other familiar fuzzy inference systems, we could conclude that VWSI method is extensively meaningful.
Reference [9] pointed out that gradient vectors of balance functions are state variable weight vectors, and provided a general approach to construct state variable weight vectors. We only chose some simple forms of state variable weights in the present paper. We can construct more extensive state variable weights of inference rules in terms of balance functions, and then may further enrich VWSI algorithms.
